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DESOLATION WILDERNESS 
CASE STUDY: 

VISITOR RESPONSE TO FEES 
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information about visitor demographics, trip 
characteristics, and visitors’ attitudes toward user 
fees or the solicitation of donations. The resulting 
data were analyzed to determine how different users 
react to fees, how public support differs depending 
on the nature of the fee and the rationale behind it, 
what fee levels visitors consider appropriate, and the 
implications for future research and monitoring. 
Results: The survey results suggest that a majority 
Keywords: user fees, visitor response, 
parking fees, camping fees, recreation fees, 
visitor perceptions, visitor experiences, fee 
demonstration program
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ackground & Management Issues:
istorically, access to undeveloped recreational 
ites on public lands in the United States has 
een available free of charge to the general 
ublic, paid for by tax dollars as a public good. 
n particular, the protection of wilderness areas 
as been financed almost solely by the public-
t-large, reflecting the belief that wilderness 
alues are realized by society as a whole, not 
olely by wilderness visitors. 
ith concerns about increasing recreational use 

f public lands and efforts to control federal 
pending, the U.S. Congress authorized the 
ecreation Fee Demonstration Program in 1996. 
nder this program, federal land managers 
round the country initiated fee projects 

ncluding charges for permit reservations, use of 
ampsites and trails, and vehicle parking. This 
ase study assessed visitors’ perception of and 
esponse to user fees for use by wilderness 
anagers in their decisions to implement fee 

rograms.

Project Objectives:
�� To assess wilderness users’ response to 

recreation fees. 
�� To define issues surrounding the fee 

demonstration project for further study.

roject Description: A team of social 
cientists and land managers with varied 
ackgrounds collaborated to address a range of 

ssues surrounding user fees for wilderness. 
urveys were delivered to a sample of visitors 
ho acquired permits shortly after camping and 
arking fees were instituted at the Desolation 
ilderness in northern California. The survey 

sked respondents 14 basic questions to gather 

of visitors accepted the fees instituted at the 
Desolation Wilderness. The survey population was 
drawn from visitors who had already bought a permit, 
however, and thus did not reflect the opinions of 
those who chose not to visit due to the institution of 
user fees. 

User fees appeared to have little effect on user 
enjoyment across all categories of visitors, and trip 
satisfaction among respondents was high even 
among those opposed to fees. Those who 
demonstrated a “higher place attachment,” and those 
with more wilderness experience, were considerably 
less accepting of user fees, however. Income levels 
influenced users’ attitudes toward fees, with those 
respondents reporting a lower income generally 
indicating less tolerance for the fees than those with 
higher incomes. Fees for parking or day use were 
considerably less acceptable to visitors than fees for 
front- and backcountry camping. 

Whatever the nature of the fee, visitors stated 
they would be more apt to support it if the money 
was directed toward maintaining and restoring 
wilderness conditions, rather than funding 
development or initiating new programs. 
Respondents were most supportive of using fee 
dollars to reduce human impacts, restore camping 
sites, and remove litter. These results suggest that 
these visitors value “wilderness values” (i.e. solitude 
and wildness) more highly than facility 
improvements.

A majority of users accepted the fees at current 
levels, but “acceptance” did not necessarily indicate 
“support.” The most common complaint about the fee 
system was no option existed for visitors to pick up a 
permit after business hours. A majority of visitors felt 
the fee levels in the Desolation ($5 for overnight 
permit, $5/person/night for camping, $3/day for 
parking for those without overnight permits) were 
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appropriate. A majority also stated the fee level 
they felt was appropriate was less than the 
amount they would be willing to pay. However, 
the percentage of visitors saying they would 
choose not to participate in a recreational 
activity increased quickly with even a dollar 
increase in fees. 

Slightly more than half the visitors surveyed reported 
making donations when donations were requested at 
the trailhead. Visitors who used the area more 
frequently, or had the longest history of use, were 
the least likely to donate. Although visitors with a 
higher place-attachment were less likely to make a 
donation, they donated more when they did donate. 
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Management Implications: 
! Trip satisfaction is not correlated with visitors’ opinions about user fees. Therefore, measuring user 

enjoyment says little about the public’s acceptance of fees. 
! Managers should be cautious about public response when user fees may disproportionately limit 

access for those with lower incomes, or any other demographic group because access to undeveloped
public land, and specifically wilderness, traditionally has been available to the general public free of 
charge 
! The extent to which individual users support fees depends on their personal recreation history, their 

“place attachment,” and whether the activity the fee applies to has historically been available free of 
charge. 
! Public acceptance of fees appears to vary considerably depending on the nature of the fee and how 

the fee money will be spent. 
! Although donation requests at trailheads may not generate as much revenue as fees, they could be 

used to meet other goals without engendering negative feelings among visitors. 
! The respondents in this survey indicated an appropriate fee level was less than what they would be 

willing to pay. A greater percentage of visitors can be expected to participate in the fee program if they 
generally agree with fee levels, however.  
! One of the greatest frustrations visitors cited with the fee program was the difficulty of obtaining 

permits. The development of more convenient means of obtaining a permit will likely result in less 
visitor opposition to fees and a higher participation rate. 
For additional information… 
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